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Abstract
In this letter, I indicate that complex daor field should also have spinor suffixes. The
gravitation and gauge fields are unified under the framework of daor field. I acquire
the elegant coupling equation of gravitation and gauge fields, from which Einstein’s
gravitational equation can be deduced.
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About four decade years ago, some physicists recognized the fact that Yang-Mills
gauge theories and the affine geometry of principal fiber bundles are one[1, 2]. But
Einstein’s gravitational theory is the affine geometry of tangent bundles. They seems
to be quite different. I have indicated that daor field will construct a possible connection
between them[3]. This letter is devoted to this topic: Gravitation and gauge field are
unified in a harmonic structure, and the coupling equation is set up, which is consistent
with Einstein’s gravitational theory.
Suppose an ideal universe, in which there is no matter present except the gravita-
tional field and gauge fields. Einstein’s gravitational equation can be written as†[4, 5]
Gµν = Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = 8πGTµν , (1)
where G is Newtonian gravitational constant, and Tµν is the stress-energy tensor for
gauge fields. In the case of electromagnetic field, Tµν is given by
4πTµν = f
α
µ fνα −
1
4
gµνfαβf
αβ , (2)
where fαβ is the strength of electromagnetic field. I adopt the same sign conventions as
in Misner-Thorne-Wheeler’s book[4]. The metric tensor of Minkowski space-time ηab
is written as follows
η00 = −1 , η11 = η22 = η33 = +1 , ηab = 0 for a 6= b . (3)
In Minkowski space-time, Dirac equation is usually written as(h¯ = c = 1)[6]
(
iγa
∂
∂xa
−m
)
ψ = 0 . a = 0, 1, 2, 3. (4)
Where γ’s are Dirac matrices, which satisfy
γaγb + γbγa = −2ηab . (5)
†In this letter, using Roman suffixes to refer to the bases of local Minkowski frame; using Greek
suffixes to refer to curvilinear coordinates of space-time.
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In my former paper[3], I had given the concept of daor field, which can be regarded
as the square root of space-time metric. Daor field haµ or H
µ
a satisfies
gµν = h
∗ a
µ ηabh
b
ν , G
µν = H∗µaη
abH νb , gµνG
νλ = Gλνgνµ = δ
λ
µ . (6)
where ∗ denotes complex conjugation. Set ha = haµdxµ, which is daor field 1-form. By
defining the Hermitean conjugate of daor field haµ or H
µ
a as follows
(haµ)
† = h∗ aµ , (H
µ
a )
† = H∗µa , (7)
we can easily acquire the following relations
g = h†ηh , G = H†ηH , G = g−1 , H† = h−1 , H = (h†)−1 . (8)
By using the same definition of inner product as in differential geometry, the inner
product of the vector U = Uµ ∂
∂xµ
and the covector v = vνdx
ν can be expressed as
follows
< U, v >=< v, U >= Uµvµ = vµU
µ = U∗ava = v
∗
aU
a . (9)
Where U∗a, Ua, v∗a and va are given by
U∗a = Uµh ∗aµ , U
a = haµU
µ , v∗a = vµH
∗µ
a , va = H
µ
a vµ . (10)
For simplicity, I will do not distinguish between the component Ua, va and its complex
conjugate because they all can be transferred into real component in curvilinear coor-
dinates xµ’s by corresponding form of daor field. In this daor geometry, the exterior
derivative and exterior product have the same definitions and properties as in ordinary
real vierbein geometry.
Now let us discuss a kind of gauge groups, which are the subgroups of U(1,3) group,
and the element of gauge group can be written as
Sab(x) = e
iZa
b
(x) . (11)
Here, Zab is 4 × 4 matrix, which is traceless and Hermitean, of course, should be the
function of curvilinear coordinates. So Sab is the 4-dimensional representation of gauge
group. Some groups such as U(1), SU(2) and SU(3) all satisfy the condition (11).
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An intrinsic rotation of daor field is
ha → h′a = Sabhb , (12)
here Sab satisfies
S∗ca ηcdS
d
b = ηab . (13)
From references[3, 1], it is known that under the intrinsic rotation of daor field the
complex affine connection 1-form ωab transforms as follows
ω′ab = S
a
cω
c
d(S
−1)db + S
a
c(dS
−1)cb , (14)
Covariance of the daor field equations under local gauge group directly leads to the
introduction of Yang-Mills gauge fields[7]. Similarly, I separate gauge field Babµ from
the complex affine connection ωabµ, say, write ω
a
b as
ωab = Ω
a
b + iǫ
′Bab , (15)
where ǫ′ is the coupling constant of gauge field, Bab is also 1-form. Under the gauge
rotation of daor field (12), Bab transforms as follows
B′ab = S
a
cB
c
d(S
−1)db +
1
ǫ′
Sac(dS
−1)cb = S
a
cB
c
d(S
−1)db +
1
ǫ′
dZcb , (16)
and Ωab satisfies
Ω′ab = S
a
cΩ
c
d(S
−1)db . (17)
As having been given in the paper of Yang and Mills[7], the gauge field strengths
corresponding to gauge field Bab is given by
‡
F ab = dB
a
b + iǫ
′Bac ∧ Bcb . (18)
Where F ab is a 2-form, which is a part of the curvature 2-form defined by
Rab = dω
a
b + ω
a
c ∧ ωcb . (19)
‡In this letter, d and ∧ are exterior derivative and exterior product operators respectively.
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It is stressed that F ab has quite the same symmetric characters as R
a
b. It is well known
that the stress-energy tensor for this gauge field can be written as
4πTµν = tr(F
α
µ Fνα)−
1
2
gµνtr(FαβF
αβ) , (20)
Here ‘tr’ means operation of acquiring the trace of a matrix. In the following, I will
give the coupling equation of daor field with gauge fields when the stress-energy tensor
in Eq.(1) is the form of Eq.(20).
Yeah, I found that the doar-gauge field coupling equation can be written as follows
dha + (ωab + i ǫ γ
c F abc) ∧ hb = 0 . (21)
Where ǫ is the coupling constant, which equal to the square root of the newtonian
gravitational constant, namely ǫ =
√
G. It should be noted that γcF abc is a 1-form
also, what is to say
γcF abcµdx
µ = γµF abµνdx
ν . (22)
Eq.(21) also demonstrates that complex daor field should also have spinor suffixes.
I will prove that Einstein’s gravitational equation can be deduced from Eq.(21).
Set ǫ = 1 in the process of proving for simplicity. Firstly, define the operator 1-form
Wˆ ≡ δabd + (ωab + iγcF abc) ∧ , (23)
then, Eq.(21) becomes Wˆh = 0. Multiplying both sides of Eq.(21) by operator Wˆ , we
acquire
0 = Wˆ Wˆh
= [d(ωab + iγ
cF abc) + (ω
a
e + iγ
cF aec) ∧ (ωeb + iγcF ebc)] ∧ hb
=
[
Rab + iγ
c(dF abc + ω
a
e ∧ F ebc + F aec ∧ ωeb)− γcγdF aec ∧ F edb
]
∧ hb . (24)
The covariant derivative of a differential form V ab of degree p is defined as[1]
DV ab = dV
a
b + ω
a
c ∧ V cb − (−1)pV ac ∧ ωcb . (25)
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Because F ab is the gauge field strength, it satisfies the following Bianchi identities:
DF ab = 0 . (26)
As I have stressed that γcF abc is a 1-form, Eq.(25) and Eq.(26) then make sure that
γc(dF abc + ω
a
e ∧ F ebc + F aec ∧ ωeb) = 0. So Eq.(24) becomes
Rab = γ
cγdF aec ∧ F edb . (27)
Transferring Rab into the curvilinear coordinates of space-time, from Eq.(27) we obtain
Rαβµν = −γcγd(F αecνF eβdµ − F eβdµF αecν) (28)
Let us contract the suffixes α and µ in Rαβµν
Rβν = −
∑
α
F αecνF
e
βdα(γ
cγd + γdγc)
= 2
∑
a
F aeλνF
e λ
β a
= 2tr(FλνF
λ
β) . (29)
Resuming the value of ǫ, we can acquire Einstein’s gravitational equation (1) and the
stress-energy tensor (20).
When there are different categories of gauge fields in the space-time, the coupling
equation can be extended as follows
dha + (ωab + i ǫ γ
c F abc) ∧ hb = 0 , F abµν =
∑
τ
τF abµν , (30)
where τF abµν denotes the strength of different gauge fields.
The coupling equation (21) demonstrates that the coupling constant ǫ is unrelated
with the category of gauge field. This reflects the generality of gravitation. I believe,
the coupling constant between daor field and spinor field should also be ǫ. The coupling
between daor field and spinor field will be discussed in forthcoming papers.
The coupling equation (21) also indicates that only daor field can express the in-
trinsic harmony of different fields.
6
Conclusion: The general form of gauge fields are discussed. All gauge fields orig-
inate the invariance of local intrinsic rotation of doar field. The coupling equation is
submitted, from which Einstein’s equation can be obtained.
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